Improving quality of expressed sequence tag (EST) databases: recovery of reversed, antisense cDNA sequences.
Expressed sequence tag (EST) databases contain a significant number (5-20%) of reversed, antisense, cDNA sequences that can be recognized by the label "reversed clone: similarity on wrong strand" in the annotations to the sequence. Despite this high number of altered sequences, no attempt has been made to explain the alteration in molecular terms, or to evaluate their effect on the quality of the information curated in EST databases. In this paper we try to explain the way these altered sequences are originated, and propose a plausible mechanism: a "double priming" of the first strand oligo-dT primer at both ends of nascent cDNAs. In this way, a symmetrical cDNA intermediate is generated, an intermediate that can be cloned after partial digestion with the restriction enzyme used for the directional cloning. Furthermore, when "secondary" priming takes place inside the cDNA, the chain synthesized is prone to be truncated prematurely, with the subsequent loss of upstream information. One of the most subtle effects of this cloning alteration is the generation of virtual open reading frames (ORFs) in sequences with no homologues available for comparison. Nevertheless, and according to our model and our data, the "double priming mechanism" does not shift the ORF effected, so antisense sequences should be considered as normal ones after a simple transformation in their inverse-complementary forms.